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Advances in Communications, Computing, Networks and Security Volume 11 Oct 01 2022 This book is the eleventh in a series presenting
research papers arising from MSc/MRes research projects undertaken by students of the School of Computing and Mathematics at Plymouth
University. The publications in this volume are based upon research projects that were undertaken during the 2012/13 academic year. A total of
15 papers are presented, covering many aspects of modern networking and communication technology, including security, mobility, coding
schemes and quality measurement. The expanded topic coverage compared to earlier volumes in this series reflects the broadening of our range
of MSc programmes. Specifically contributing programmes are: Communications Engineering and Signal Processing, Computer and Information
Security, Computer Science, Network Systems Engineering, and Robotics.
Exploring Materiality and Connectivity in Anthropology and Beyond Jan 24 2022 Exploring Materiality and Connectivity in Anthropology and
Beyond provides a new look at the old anthropological concern with materiality and connectivity. It understands materiality not as defined property
of some-thing, nor does it take connectivity as merely a relation between discrete entities. Somewhat akin to Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle, it
sees materiality and connectivity as two interrelated modes in which an entity is, or more precisely – is becoming, in the world. The question, thus,
is how these two modes of becoming relate and fold into each other. Throughout the four-year research process that led to this book, the authors
approached this question not just from a theoretical perspective; taking the suggestion of 'thinking through things' literally and methodologically
seriously, the first two workshops were dedicated to practical, hands-on exercises working with things. From these workshops a series of
installations emerged, straddling the boundaries of art and academia. These installations served as artistic-academic interventions during the final
symposium and are featured alongside the other academic contributions to this volume. Throughout this process, two main themes emerged and
structure Part II, Movement and Growth, and Part III, Dissolution and Traces, of the present volume, respectively. Part I, Conceptual Grounds,
consists of two chapters offering conceptual takes on things and ties – one from anthropology and one from archaeology. As interrelated modes
of becoming, materiality and connectivity make it necessary to coalesce things and ties into thing~ties – an insight toward which the chapters and
interventions came from different sides, and one in which the initial proposition of the editors still shines through. Throughout the pages of this
volume, we invite the reader to travel beyond imaginaries of a universe of separate planets united by connections, and to venture with us instead
into the thicket of thing~ties in which we live.
Data Mining Aug 26 2019 This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 16th Australasian Conference on Data Mining, AusDM 2018, held
in Bathurst, NSW, Australia, in November 2018. The 27 revised full papers presented together with 3 short papers were carefully reviewed and
selected from 80 submissions. The papers are organized in topical sections on classification task; transport, environment, and energy; applied
data mining; privacy and clustering; statistics in data science; health, software and smartphone; image data mining; industry showcase.
Source Oct 21 2021 After several incidents rock the Royal National Bank to its core, its share price tumbles and world stock markets begin to
ripple. The world is on the brink of economic collapse. Tom is an unhappily married journalist from London, seeking to advance his career. Sally is
single, ambitious and independent, visiting from Australia. They're both chasing the same story. Eager to research the wrongdoings at RNB
exposed by whistleblowers, Tom and Sally follow a trail of leads from London to Glasgow, Manchester, Barcelona and Collioure. The path they
tread is dangerous, and surrounded by cryptic warnings. Timing and diversity of the events makes it impossible for them to be coincidence or
incompetence. But who could be powerful enough to mastermind the demise of the largest financial institution in the world?
The Undergound Feb 22 2022 “The very worrying trend is that journalists that only report the news accurately, honestly and fearlessly now face
being prosecuted in our criminal courts” – Trevor Burke QC
365 días con la chica de Los Planetas Oct 28 2019 En esta segunda parte de La chica de Los Planetas, Holden Centeno relata cómo ha
reaccionado la chica a la publicación del libro, cómo ha evolucionado su relación, pero también habla de muchos otros temas fundamentales
como el azar, la muerte la música o la literatura. «Tengo heridas en las manos de no tocarte y de escribirte tanto». Después de un año vuelvo
para cerrar el círculo. 365 días, 8760 horas, muchos centenares de miles de minutos para contarte y solo unas cuántas páginas de papel. Tal
vez sea imposible concentrar nuestra historia en unas hojas, pero es el único lugar en el que te encuentro siempre. Aquí está el punto y seguido
que es también en nuestro caso el punto y final. La última gota de tinta que derramarán mis venas donde ahora me pregunto si realmente fuimos
una gran casualidad, un azar inédito, está dentro de este libro. Ábrelo y después no hará falta que nos digamos nada. 365 días con la chica de
Los Planetas es la cara B de la historia de Holden Centeno con la chica de Los Planetas. En estas páginas Holden vuelve a la transparencia
narrativa de la primera parte de la historia y nos descubre paso a paso las emociones, sentimientos y vivencias que ha traído consigo la
publicación de su historia de amor: el nacimiento del blog, la idea del libro, la publicación... Pero sobre todo cómo ella, a raíz de todo esto, ha
vuelto a ser parte de su universo. O no. «La gente cree que me merezco estar con ella pero no tienen razón. Eso es una chorrada. Nadie se
merece nada cuando estamos hablando de personas. El que lucha por alguien, el que ama sin condición, lo hace sin esperar nada a cambio,
porque si haces todos esos actos creyéndote el mejor y con derecho a alguna cosa, vas por muy mal camino. Las personas no se merecen.

Conectan y punto. Viven, luchan, se matan y vuelven a vivir porque son capaces de quitarse esas balas que se han disparado mutuamente.
Todos hemos disparado alguna vez contra otra persona sin razón alguna y luego hemos sido capaces de entregar las armas y curar las
heridas». La crítica dijo sobre La chica de Los Planetas... «Regresa el más desconocido -y exitoso- escritor veinteañero de la literatura
española.» El Confidencial «Cuando la realidad se cruza con la literatura que se inspira en hechos reales ocurren cosas como las que le pasan a
Holden Centeno.» El Periódico «En 365 días con la chica de Los Planetas aparece una declaración de intenciones sobre él y sobre sus gustos
literarios.» Todoliteratura «El fenómeno literario que triunfa.» SModa, El País «A veces la literatura se alía con la realidad para superar a la
propia realidad.» El Periódico de Catalunya «Holden Centeno, un misterioso autor que no ha necesitado más que enseñar sus entrañas para
conquistar a un montón de chicos, y sobre todo de chicas, que ahora compran su primer libro, La chica de Los Planetas, como si fuera una
biblia.» PlayGround «Relatos de amor y desamor, crudos pero llenos de esperanza, que parecen escritos por un beat millennial.» Carlos G.
Miranda, El Huffington Post
Daily Graphic Dec 31 2019
Guia Completo Android Jun 24 2019
Graphic Showbiz Jul 30 2022
Like, For a Better World - Vol. 3 Sep 07 2020 Like, For a Better World, es la Revista Premium de MediaLink Advertising y está dirigida a
tomadores de decisiones, Empresarios y Dirigentes y aquellas personas que tenga la capacidad de crear un gran impacto en nuestra sociedad,
con un alto y comprobado nivel de altruismo y se sientan comprometidos con ¡Crear un Mundo Mejor!. Made in Panama.
Advances in Human Aspects of Road and Rail Transportation Nov 21 2021 Human factors and ergonomics have made considerable
contributions to the research, design, development, operation and analysis of transportation systems and their complementary infrastructure. This
volume focuses on the causations of road accidents, the function and design of roads and signs, the design of automobiles, and the training of the
driver. It covers accident analyses, air traffic control, control rooms, intelligent transportation systems, and new systems and technologies.
InfoWorld Mar 02 2020 InfoWorld is targeted to Senior IT professionals. Content is segmented into Channels and Topic Centers. InfoWorld also
celebrates people, companies, and projects.
DevOps Tools for Java Developers Jun 28 2022 With the rise of DevOps, low-cost cloud computing, and container technologies, the way Java
developers approach development today has changed dramatically. This practical guide helps you take advantage of microservices, serverless,
and cloud native technologies using the latest DevOps techniques to simplify your build process and create hyperproductive teams. Stephen
Chin, Melissa McKay, Ixchel Ruiz, and Baruch Sadogursky from JFrog help you evaluate an array of options. The list includes source control with
Git, build declaration with Maven and Gradle, CI/CD with CircleCI, package management with Artifactory, containerization with Docker and
Kubernetes, and much more. Whether you're building applications with Jakarta EE, Spring Boot, Dropwizard, MicroProfile, Micronaut, or Quarkus,
this comprehensive guide has you covered. Explore software lifecycle best practices Use DevSecOps methodologies to facilitate software
development and delivery Understand the business value of DevSecOps best practices Manage and secure software dependencies Develop and
deploy applications using containers and cloud native technologies Manage and administrate source control repositories and development
processes Use automation to set up and administer build pipelines Identify common deployment patterns and antipatterns Maintain and monitor
software after deployment
Digital Culture & Society (DCS) Dec 23 2021 »Digital Culture & Society« is a refereed, international journal, fostering discussion about the ways in
which digital technologies, platforms and applications reconfigure daily lives and practices. It offers a forum for critical analysis and inquiry into
digital media theory. The journal provides a venue for publication for interdisciplinary research approaches, contemporary theory developments
and methodological innovation in digital media studies. It invites reflection on how culture unfolds through the use of digital technology, and how it
conversely influences the development of digital technology itself. The inaugural issue »Digital Material/ism« presents methodological and
theoretical insights into digital materiality and materialism.
Advanced Data Mining and Applications Aug 07 2020 This book constitutes the proceedings of the 15th International Conference on Advanced
Data Mining and Applications, ADMA 2019, held in Dalian, China in November 2019. The 39 full papers presented together with 26 short papers
and 2 demo papers were carefully reviewed and selected from 170 submissions. The papers were organized in topical sections named: Data
Mining Foundations; Classification and Clustering Methods; Recommender Systems; Social Network and Social Media; Behavior Modeling and
User Profiling; Text and Multimedia Mining; Spatial-Temporal Data; Medical and Healthcare Data/Decision Analytics; and Other Applications.
International Business Law and Its Environment Sep 19 2021 Today, no business is purely domestic. Even the smallest local firms are
affected by global competition and world events. INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS LAW AND ITS ENVIRONMENT, 10E delivers complete, readerfriendly coverage of the legal implications and ramifications of doing business internationally. You examine the cultural, political, economic, and
ethical issues today’s global business managers face. With a focus on trade, the licensing of intellectual property, and foreign direct investment,
you examine the three major forms of doing business in a foreign country. Real examples, precedent-setting cases, managerial implications, and
ethical considerations show how to apply key principles. From the legal relationship between parties in an international business transaction to
managing risk to the special challenges of conducting business in emerging economies, this edition helps you understand the most common
practices and critical issues in global business law. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text
may not be available in the ebook version.
Virtual and Augmented Reality: Concepts, Methodologies, Tools, and Applications Apr 26 2022 Virtual and augmented reality is the next frontier
of technological innovation. As technology exponentially evolves, so do the ways in which humans interact and depend upon it. Virtual and
Augmented Reality: Concepts, Methodologies, Tools, and Applications is a comprehensive reference source for the latest scholarly material on
the trends, techniques, and uses of virtual and augmented reality in various fields, and examines the benefits and challenges of these
developments. Highlighting a range of pertinent topics, such as human-computer interaction, digital self-identity, and virtual reconstruction, this
multi-volume book is ideally designed for researchers, academics, professionals, theorists, students, and practitioners interested in emerging
technology applications across the digital plane.
Discrete Mathematical Structures, 1/e Jan 12 2021 Discrete Mathematical Structures provides comprehensive, reasonably rigorous and simple
explanation of the concepts with the help of numerous applications from computer science and engineering. Every chapter is equipped with a
good number of solved examples that elucidate the definitions and theorems discussed. Chapter-end exercises are graded, with the easier ones
in the beginning and then the complex ones, to help students for easy solving.
Practical Digital Forensics Mar 14 2021 Get started with the art and science of digital forensics with this practical, hands-on guide! About This
Book Champion the skills of digital forensics by understanding the nature of recovering and preserving digital information which is essential for
legal or disciplinary proceedings Explore new and promising forensic processes and tools based on 'disruptive technology' to regain control of
caseloads. Richard Boddington, with 10+ years of digital forensics, demonstrates real life scenarios with a pragmatic approach Who This Book Is
For This book is for anyone who wants to get into the field of digital forensics. Prior knowledge of programming languages (any) will be of great
help, but not a compulsory prerequisite. What You Will Learn Gain familiarity with a range of different digital devices and operating and application
systems that store digital evidence. Appreciate and understand the function and capability of forensic processes and tools to locate and recover
digital evidence. Develop an understanding of the critical importance of recovering digital evidence in pristine condition and ensuring its safe
handling from seizure to tendering it in evidence in court. Recognise the attributes of digital evidence and where it may be hidden and is often
located on a range of digital devices. Understand the importance and challenge of digital evidence analysis and how it can assist investigations
and court cases. Explore emerging technologies and processes that empower forensic practitioners and other stakeholders to harness digital

evidence more effectively. In Detail Digital Forensics is a methodology which includes using various tools, techniques, and programming
language. This book will get you started with digital forensics and then follow on to preparing investigation plan and preparing toolkit for
investigation. In this book you will explore new and promising forensic processes and tools based on 'disruptive technology' that offer experienced
and budding practitioners the means to regain control of their caseloads. During the course of the book, you will get to know about the technical
side of digital forensics and various tools that are needed to perform digital forensics. This book will begin with giving a quick insight into the
nature of digital evidence, where it is located and how it can be recovered and forensically examined to assist investigators. This book will take
you through a series of chapters that look at the nature and circumstances of digital forensic examinations and explains the processes of
evidence recovery and preservation from a range of digital devices, including mobile phones, and other media. This book has a range of case
studies and simulations will allow you to apply the knowledge of the theory gained to real-life situations. By the end of this book you will have
gained a sound insight into digital forensics and its key components. Style and approach The book takes the reader through a series of chapters
that look at the nature and circumstances of digital forensic examinations and explains the processes of evidence recovery and preservation from
a range of digital devices, including mobile phones, and other media. The mystery of digital forensics is swept aside and the reader will gain a
quick insight into the nature of digital evidence, where it is located and how it can be recovered and forensically examined to assist investigators.
Insights in Public Mental Health: 2021 May 16 2021
Business Week Jul 06 2020
Teacher Education for English as a Lingua Franca Dec 11 2020 This edited collection responds to a gap in the literature by presenting a muchneeded examination of both the theoretical and practical aspects of teacher education for English as a lingua franca in Indonesia. Through a
series of extended research-based and conceptual chapters written by experts in teaching English to speakers of other languages (TESOL) in
and about Indonesia, this book offers an insight into Indonesia’s unique cultural, social and institutional contexts. The content focuses on four
interrelated themes: the transition of perspective from English as a foreign language (EFL) to English as a lingua franca (ELF); the knowledge
base of ELF pedagogy; teacher agency and identity in ELF; and innovations in teacher education for ELF. This book is highly relevant to English
teachers, teacher educators and scholars worldwide aspiring to broaden their horizon and professionalism in the teaching of ELF.
MEDINFO 2021: One World, One Health — Global Partnership for Digital Innovation Nov 09 2020 The World Health Organization defines
health as “a state of complete physical, mental and social well-being and not merely the absence of disease or infirmity”, and its constitution also
asserts that health for all people is “dependent on the fullest co-operation of individuals and States”. The ongoing pandemic has highlighted the
power of both healthy and unhealthy information, so while healthcare and public health services have depended upon timely and accurate data
and continually updated knowledge, social media has shown how unhealthy misinformation can be spread and amplified, reinforcing existing
prejudices, conspiracy theories and political biases. This book presents the proceedings of MedInfo 2021, the 18th World Congress of Medical
and Health Informatics, held as a virtual event from 2-4 October 2021, with pre-recorded presentations for all accepted submissions. The theme
of the conference was One World, One Health – Global Partnership for Digital Innovation and submissions were requested under 5 themes:
information and knowledge management; quality, safety and outcomes; health data science; human, organizational and social aspects; and
global health informatics. The Programme Committee received 352 submissions from 41 countries across all IMIA regions, and 147 full papers,
60 student papers and 79 posters were accepted for presentation after review and are included in these proceedings. Providing an overview of
current work in the field over a wide range of disciplines, the book will be of interest to all those whose work involves some aspect of medical or
health informatics.
Annual Franchise and Distribution Law Developments Aug 19 2021 This book will cut timely research out of your day by putting the latest
review and analysis on franchise and distribution law at your fingertips.
Graphic Showbiz Aug 31 2022
Mastering Mobile Forensics Apr 02 2020 Develop the capacity to dig deeper into mobile device data acquisition About This Book A mastering
guide to help you overcome the roadblocks you face when dealing with mobile forensics Excel at the art of extracting data, recovering deleted
data, bypassing screen locks, and much more Get best practices to how to collect and analyze mobile device data and accurately document your
investigations Who This Book Is For The book is for mobile forensics professionals who have experience in handling forensic tools and methods.
This book is designed for skilled digital forensic examiners, mobile forensic investigators, and law enforcement officers. What You Will Learn
Understand the mobile forensics process model and get guidelines on mobile device forensics Acquire in-depth knowledge about smartphone
acquisition and acquisition methods Gain a solid understanding of the architecture of operating systems, file formats, and mobile phone internal
memory Explore the topics of of mobile security, data leak, and evidence recovery Dive into advanced topics such as GPS analysis, file carving,
encryption, encoding, unpacking, and decompiling mobile application processes In Detail Mobile forensics presents a real challenge to the
forensic community due to the fast and unstoppable changes in technology. This book aims to provide the forensic community an in-depth insight
into mobile forensic techniques when it comes to deal with recent smartphones operating systems Starting with a brief overview of forensic
strategies and investigation procedures, you will understand the concepts of file carving, GPS analysis, and string analyzing. You will also see the
difference between encryption, encoding, and hashing methods and get to grips with the fundamentals of reverse code engineering. Next, the
book will walk you through the iOS, Android and Windows Phone architectures and filesystem, followed by showing you various forensic
approaches and data gathering techniques. You will also explore advanced forensic techniques and find out how to deal with third-applications
using case studies. The book will help you master data acquisition on Windows Phone 8. By the end of this book, you will be acquainted with best
practices and the different models used in mobile forensics. Style and approach The book is a comprehensive guide that will help the IT forensics
community to go more in-depth into the investigation process and mobile devices take-over.
Adweek Jul 26 2019
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Research Trends in Multidisciplinary subjects - Volume 2 Nov 02 2022
Alma. Ciudad de tempestades (Amor en la tormenta 1) Sep 27 2019 Primera entrega de la bilogía «Amor en la tormenta». Un hombre que
regresa a Argentina en busca de respuestas. Una tormenta que arrasará con todo. El amor más fuerte y puro... y ya nada será igual. Todo puede
suceder en una ciudad plagada de diagonales cuando una tormenta acecha y el nivel del agua en las calles sube sin miras a detenerse, incluso
encontrar el amor. Las pérdidas no son fáciles de superar, sin embargo, Alma, con la ayuda de su familia, logra salir adelante y encausar
nuevamente su vida. Pero la muerte parece esperarla a la vuelta de la esquina cuando una tormenta poco inusual se desata en su ciudad.
Dispuesta a entregarse a ella, pronto descubrirá que ese no era su destino. Paulo, madrileño de nacimiento e hijo de un desaparecido durante la
dictadura militar argentina, suele visitar el país de su padre una vez al año. Y su profesión como periodista lo lleva allí también para realizar una
investigación en el gobierno de turno. Todo parece ir en orden con su trabajo y su vida, no obstante, el diluvio con el que se encuentra lo hará
descubrir que el hilo rojo invisible del que le habló su madre es real. La tormenta los une y el amor los atraviesa. Pero ambos deberán
enfrentarse a los temores y los peligros que los acechan.
Trouble Knocking At Our Doors Apr 14 2021 Two friends; Sarah and Shubhangi, lived their lives like normal people. But one incident at the
Khandar in their society changed their whole life forever. They solve the mystery at the risk of their lives to punish some bad guys... Who were the
bad guys? What did they do? What was their mistake? How did the girls solve the mystery? What did they find at the Khandar that changed their
life? Read and find out the answers of all these questions.
Applied Operational Research Nov 29 2019 These proceedings gather contributions presented at the 3rd International Conference on Applied

Operational Research (ICAOR 2011) in Istanbul, Turkey, August 24-26, 2011, published in the series Lecture Notes in Management Science
(LNMS). The conference covers all aspects of Operational Research and Management Science (OR/MS) with a particular emphasis on
applications.
Daily Graphic Oct 09 2020
Design, User Experience, and Usability: User Experience Design for Diverse Interaction Platforms and Environments Jun 16 2021 The
four-volume set LNCS 8517, 8518, 8519 and 8520 constitutes the proceedings of the Third International Conference on Design, User Experience,
and Usability, DUXU 2014, held as part of the 16th International Conference on Human-Computer Interaction, HCII 2014, held in Heraklion,
Crete, Greece in June 2014, jointly with 13 other thematically similar conferences. The total of 1476 papers and 220 posters presented at the HCII
2014 conferences were carefully reviewed and selected from 4766 submissions. These papers address the latest research and development
efforts and highlight the human aspects of design and use of computing systems. The papers accepted for presentation thoroughly cover the
entire field of Human-Computer Interaction, addressing major advances in knowledge and effective use of computers in a variety of application
areas. The total of 256 contributions included in the DUXU proceedings were carefully reviewed and selected for inclusion in this four-volume set.
The 76 papers included in this volume are organized in topical sections on design for the web, design for the mobile experience, design of visual
information, design for novel interaction techniques and realities, games and gamification.
Quantitative Aptitude For Banking Mains Exam 2022 | 26 Solved Topic-wise Tests For SBI/IBPS/RBI/Clerk/PO & Other Competitive Exams Jun
04 2020 • Best Selling Book in English Edition for Quantitative Aptitude For Banking Mains Exam with objective-type questions as per the latest
syllabus given by the Banking Exam Conducting Bodies. • Compare your performance with other students using Smart Answer Sheets in
EduGorilla’s Quantitative Aptitude For Banking Mains Exam Practice Kit. • Quantitative Aptitude For Banking Mains Exam Preparation Kit comes
with 26 Topic-wise Tests with the best quality content. • Increase your chances of selection by 14X. • Quantitative Aptitude For Banking Mains
Exam Prep Kit comes with well-structured and 100% detailed solutions for all the questions. • Clear exam with good grades using thoroughly
Researched Content by experts.
Imminent Commons: The Expanded City Feb 10 2021 In light of the increasing disengagement between urban and rural areas, this book address
the interdependency of cities with ecological and technological processes outside the purview of traditional urban planning. It compiles a huge
amount of essays in regards to the most important topics that cities must address today, such as their connection with global data networks,
ecological cycles of resources which supersede the traditional boundaries of urbanism. For this reason, it frames investigation of contemporary
urbanism on nine imminent commons grouping the urban commons into resources and technologies lead us to the arcane classification of natural
resources: air, water, fire, and earth, the four elements of ancient cosmologies; and five basic technological commons based on expanded human
capacities: sensing, communicating, moving, making, and recycling.
Advances in Communications, Computing, Electronics, Networks, Robotics and Security Volume 12 May 28 2022 This book is the twelfth
in a series presenting research papers arising from MSc/MRes research projects undertaken by students of the School of Computing and
Mathematics at Plymouth University. The publications in this volume are based upon research projects that were undertaken during the 2013/14
academic year. A total of 17 papers are presented, covering many aspects of modern networking and communication technology, including
security, mobility, coding schemes and quality measurement. The expanded topic coverage compared to earlier volumes in this series reflects the
broadening of our range of MSc programmes. Specifically contributing programmes are: Communications Engineering and Signal Processing,
Computer and Information Security, Computer Science, Computing, Electrical and Electronic Engineering, Network Systems Engineering, and
Robotics.
Investigación forense de dispositivos móviles Android May 04 2020 La investigación forense de dispositivos móviles Android es un campo
de reciente desarrollo en el que la disponibilidad de conocimientos técnicos, metodologías, herramientas y criterios de actuación están en
proporción inversa al interés generado hacia los mismos. Esto se debe al vertiginoso desarrollo de este conocido sistema operativo de Google.
Smartphones, tabletas, reproductores de medios e incluso electrodomésticos inteligentes Android plantean al investigador problemas difíciles de
resolver que no se dan en el análisis forense tradicional de ordenadores de sobremesa y soportes de datos convencionales. La presente obra
trata temas de interés relacionados con el análisis forense en dispositivos Android, entre muchos otros: Tecnología de dispositivos móviles:
hardware y software para plataformas Android. Empleo de máquinas virtuales en la investigación forense de dispositivos móviles Android.
Adquisición forense basada en el empleo del SDK. Rooting y particiones Recovery alternativas. Análisis forense de bases de datos SQLite,
archivos XML, aplicaciones, documentos, ejecutables .dex y sistemas de archivos ext4, FAT32 y YAFFS/YAFFS2. Modelo de seguridad Android,
delincuencia informática móvil, espionaje industrial y aspectos criminológicos de la investigación. Soluciones comerciales utilizadas en la
investigación forense de dispositivos móviles. Aplicación del análisis forense móvil en el contexto de la investigación convencional.
Ad Hoc Networks Jul 18 2021 This book constitutes the thoroughly refereed proceedings of the 5th International Conference on Ad Hoc
Networks, ADHOCNETS 2013, held in Barcelona, Spain, in October 2013. The 14 revised full papers presented were carefully selected and
reviewed from numerous submissions and cover a wide range of applications, commercial and military such as mobile ad hoc networks, sensor
networks, vehicular networks, underwater networks, underground networks, personal area networks, home networks and large-scale metropolitan
networks for smart cities. They are organized in topical sections on wireless sensor networks, routing, applications and security.
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